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Moshkeleh the Thief

A Rediscovered Novel
SHOLOM ALEICHEM

TRANSLATED FROM THE YIDDISH WITH AN
INTRODUCTION BY CURT LEVIANT
Sholom Aleichem’s lost novel

“This rediscovered short novel by Sholom
Aleichem is a gem—a vivid representation
of the underside of Jewish life in Eastern
Europe, funny, touching, and biting.”
  —Robert Alter, emeritus professor of
Hebrew and comparative literature,
University of California, Berkeley
“For any reader who cares about the Jewish
past, this never-before-translated gem
will be a revelation—and a delight.”
—Dara Horn, author of Eternal Life: A Novel
“More than a century after his death, Sholom
Aleichem has a new (or rather a newly rediscovered) book out, and it was worth the wait.
Thanks to Curt Leviant for rescuing this
unusual love story from obscurity, translating it so beautifully, and giving it the readership it deserves.”—Aaron Lansky, author of
Outwitting History: The Amazing Adventures of a
Man Who Rescued a Million Yiddish Books

This first English translation of Sholom
Aleichem’s rediscovered novel, Moshkeleh the Thief,
has a riveting plot, an unusual love story, and a
keenly observed portrayal of an underclass Jew
replete with characters never before been seen in
Yiddish literature.
The eponymous hero, Moshkeleh, is a robust
chap and horse thief. When Tsireleh, daughter
of a tavern keeper, flees to a monastery with the
man she loves—a non-Jew she met at the tavern—
the humiliated tavern keeper’s family turns to
Moshkeleh for help, not knowing he too is in love
with her.
For some unknown reason, this innovative
novel does not appear in the standard twentyeight-volume edition of Sholom Aleichem’s collected works, published after his death. Strikingly,
Moshkeleh the Thief shows Jews interacting with nonJews in the Russian Pale of Settlement—a groundbreaking theme in modern Yiddish literature. This
novel is also important for Sholom Aleichem’s
approach to his material. Yiddish literature had
long maintained a tradition of edelkeyt, refinement. Authors eschewed violence, the darker side
of life, and people on the fringe of respectability.
Moshkeleh thus enters a Jewish arena not hitherto
explored in a novel.
Sholom Aleichem, the pen name of Sholom
Rabinowitz (1859–1916), became the most widely
read writer in the history of Yiddish literature by
the end of the nineteenth century. His stories about
Tevye the dairyman became the basis for the hit
musical, Fiddler on the Roof.
Curt Leviant is the prize-winning author or translator of more than twenty-five books. His latest novel
is Me, Mo, Mu, Ma & Mod; or, Which Will It Be, Me and
Mazal, or Gila and Me?
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Coming to Terms
with America

Essays on Jewish History, Religion, and Culture
JONATHAN D. SARNA

Pathbreaking essays by a celebrated
American Jewish historian
Coming to Terms with America examines how Jews
have long “straddled two civilizations,” endeavoring to be both Jewish and American at once, from
the American Revolution to today.
In fifteen engaging essays, Jonathan D. Sarna
investigates the many facets of the JewishAmerican encounter—what Jews have borrowed
from their surroundings, what they have resisted,
what they have synthesized, and what they have
subverted. Part I surveys how Jews first worked
to reconcile Judaism with the country’s new
democratic ethos and to reconcile their faithbased culture with local metropolitan cultures.
Part II analyzes religio-cultural initiatives, many
spearheaded by women, and the ongoing tensions
between Jewish scholars (who pore over traditional
Jewish sources) and activists (who are concerned
with applying them). Part III appraises JewishChristian relations: “collisions” within the public
square and over church-state separation.
Originally written over the span of forty years,
many of these essays are considered classics in
the field, and several remain fixtures of American
Jewish history syllabi. Others appeared in fairly
obscure venues and will be discovered here anew.
Together, these essays—newly updated for this
volume—cull the finest thinking of one of
American Jewry’s finest historians.
Jonathan D. Sarna is University Professor and
the Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun Professor of
American Jewish History, as well as the director
of the Schusterman Center for Israel Studies at
Brandeis University. He is also the chief historian of
the National Museum of American Jewish History.
Sarna has written, edited, or coedited more than
thirty books, including JPS: The Americanization of
Jewish Culture 1888–1988 and American Judaism: A
History, and is the winner of six awards, including
the National Jewish Book Award’s Jewish Book of
the Year.

ALSO OF INTEREST

“A tour d’horizon of a remarkable
historian’s storied career, this valuable
collection of essays is as much a testament to the complexity and creativity of
the American Jewish experience as it is a
celebration of the scholarly imagination.”
—Jenna Weissman Joselit, author of
Set in Stone: America’s Embrace of the
Ten Commandments
“Replete with memorable anecdotes
and brilliant insights, Coming to
Terms with America is a trove of riches
for all who care about American Jewish
culture and American religion.”
—Shuly Rubin Schwartz, chancellor of the
Jewish Theological Seminary
“The breadth and depth of Jonathan D.
Sarna’s work on the American Jewish experience is electrifying.”—Gary P. Zola, executive director of the Jacob Rader Marcus
Center of the American Jewish Archives
SEPTEMBER
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The Jewish Family Ethics
Textbook
RABBI NEAL SCHEINDLIN
Jewish ethics for the twenty-first century
and beyond

“Speaking directly to our most difficult
questions, this thoughtful and thorough
guide is extraordinarily useful for all those
who teach the tradition and seek to live
an ethical life rooted in Jewish tradition
and responsive to contemporary mores.”
—Rabbi Rachel Timoner, senior rabbi,
Congregation Beth Elohim, Brooklyn
“This is the book we have been waiting for!
For inquisitive high school students and
adults of all ages and streams of Jewish life
who are eager to wrestle with questions of
ethics, this creative book by an esteemed
teacher grounds the most urgent moral
issues of our time in eye-opening texts.”
—Rabbi Judd Kruger Levingston, director
of Jewish studies, Jack M. Barrack Hebrew
Academy, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

Judaism offers us unique—and often divergent—
insights into contemporary moral quandaries. How
can we use social media without hurting others?
Should people become parents through cloning?
Should doctors help us die?
The first ethics book to address social media
and technology ethics through a Jewish lens, along
with teaching the additional skills of analyzing
classical Jewish texts, The Jewish Family Ethics
Textbook guides teachers and students of all ages
in mining classical and modern Jewish texts to
inform ethical decision-making. Both sophisticated and accessible, the book tackles challenges in
parent-child relationships, personal and academic
integrity, social media, sexual intimacy, conception, abortion, and end of life. Case studies, largely
drawn from real life, concretize the dilemmas.
Multifaceted texts from tradition (translated
from Hebrew and Aramaic) to modernity build
on one another to shed light on the deliberations.
Questions for inquiry, commentary, and a summation of the texts’ implications for the case studies
deepen and open up the dialogue.
In keeping with the tradition of maḥloket,
preserving multiple points of view, “We need not
accept any of our forebears’ ideas uncritically,”
Rabbi Neal Scheindlin explains. “The texts provide
opportunities to discover ideas that help us think
through ethical dilemmas, while leaving room for
us to discuss and draw our own conclusions.”
Rabbi Neal Scheindlin is an adjunct lecturer in
rabbinics and biblical commentaries at Hebrew
Union College–Los Angeles and the Ziegler School
at American Jewish University. For eighteen years he
taught and developed curriculum in Jewish law and
ethics at Milken Community Schools.

“Neal Scheindlin’s book is a gold mine for
educators.”—Rabbi Joshua Cahan, educator,
Leffell School, Westchester, New York

OCTOBER
382 pp. • 6 x 9
$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1323-2
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Jewish Choices, Jewish Voices,
6-volume set
Edited by Elliot N. Dorff and
Louis E. Newman
$ 96.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0927-3
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A Year with Martin Buber

Judah Magnes

RABBI DENNIS S. ROSS

DAVID BARAK-GORODETSKY
TRANSLATED BY MERAV DATAN

Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion

In A Year with Martin Buber, the first Torah commentary to focus on his life’s work—and explain that
work in a clear, conversational voice—we experience the fifty-four weekly portions and eleven
Jewish holidays through Buber’s eyes. A wide
variety of anecdotal illustrations from Buber as
well as the author’s life encourage each of us to
“hallow the everyday” and seek out “spirituality
hiding in plain sight.”
Rabbi Dennis S. Ross serves as an Intentional
Interim Rabbi in the Greater New York City area.
He is the author of several books, including God
in Our Relationships: Spirituality between People from
the Teachings of Martin Buber and All Politics Is
Religious: Speaking Faith to the Media, Policy Makers,
and Community.
“Ross makes Buber’s writings eminently readable
even as he treats them with full scholarly integrity.
And by bringing himself into the story, Ross
allows us to go from pure text study to an
individual life, as Buber himself would have
wanted.”—Rabbi Thomas M. Alpert, Temple
Etz Chaim in Franklin, Massachusetts
“What a pleasure A Year with Martin Buber is!
People of all faiths with an interest in the Bible
and bringing ‘divine wonder to the routine of
daily life’ will delight in having this inspirational
book as a companion.”—Rev. Debra W. Haffner,
Unitarian Universalist Church in Reston, Virginia
DECEMBER
264 pp. • 6 x 9
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1465-9

The Prophetic Politics of a Religious Binationalist

This intellectual biography of Judah Magnes—
the Reform rabbi, American Zionist leader, and
inaugural Hebrew University chancellor—analyzes
how theology and politics intertwined to drive
Magnes’s writings and activism, especially his
championing of a binational state against all odds.
David Barak-Gorodetsky is a visiting fellow at the
University of Chicago Divinity School and director
of the Ruderman Program for Jewish American
studies at the University of Haifa. He is also editor
of Stripes, Stars, and Magen David: The Jewish American
Contribution to the Yishuv and the State of Israel and
Connected Vessels: Thoughts in Jewish Education.
“One might imagine that nothing novel
could be written about Judah Magnes, but
this highly original, sophisticated, and brilliantly
insightful portrait sheds crucial new light on
Magnes and his significance for our moment.”
—Rabbi David Ellenson, chancellor emeritus,
Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion
“More than any previous scholar, BarakGorodetsky succeeds in unraveling the braided
intellectual strands—American, liberal, and
Jewish—that combined to shape Magnes’s
binationalism and distinctive approach to
Zionism.” —Jonathan D. Sarna, Joseph H. and
Belle R. Braun Professor of American Jewish
History, Brandeis University
N OV E M B E R
402 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$35.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1516-8
Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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Recently Released

The JPS Jewish Heritage
Torah Commentary
RABBI ELI L. GARFINKEL
A must-have for deeper engagement with Torah

“The JPS Jewish Heritage Torah Commentary
promises to become an indispensable
component of the modern Jewish library.
This expansive, accessible, masterful,
and truly inspiring volume is certain to
make the study of Torah personally relevant
and meaningful to a wide audience of grateful learners, both teachers and students,
for years to come.”—Rabbi Oren J. Hayon,
senior rabbi, Congregation Emanu
El, Houston
“On behalf of every rabbi, Jewish educator,
and inquiring mind: Thank you, Rabbi
Garfinkel, for this extraordinary contribution to Torah study! Readable and relevant,
every page is brimming with scholarship,
creativity, inspiration, and love—a musthave for anyone looking to deepen their
engagement with Jewish texts or tradition.”—Rabbi Elliot Cosgrove, Park Avenue
Synagogue, New York City

The JPS Jewish Heritage Torah Commentary shows Jews
of all ages and backgrounds that the Jewish people’s most significant book is not dusty and irrelevant but an eternally sacred text wholly pertinent
to our modern lives. Designed to keep the attention
of all readers, each lively essay is both brief enough
to be read in minutes and deep and substantive
enough to deliver abundant food for thought.
Its cornerstone is its unique four-part meditation on the Jewish heritage. After briefly summarizing a Torah portion, the commentary orbits that
portion through four central pillars of Jewish life—
the Torah (Torat Yisrael), the land of Israel (Eretz
Yisrael), the Jewish people (Am Yisrael), and Jewish
thought (Mahshevet Yisrael)—illuminating how the
four intersect and enrich one another. Furthering
the Jewish thought motif, every essay ends with
two questions for thought well suited for discussion settings. Each commentary can be used as the
launchpad for a lesson, a sermon, a d’var Torah, or
a discussion.
Readers from beginners to experts will come
away with new understandings of our Jewish
heritage—and be inspired to draw closer to its four
dimensions.
Rabbi Eli L. Garfinkel is the spiritual leader of
Temple Beth El in Somerset, New Jersey. He is the
author of three books used by the Ramah camps:
Mikraot Ramah, a summer camp commentary on
the Torah for teen campers and adult staffs; Dim’ot
Ramah, a companion volume on Lamentations; and
Torat Ramah, a commentary for younger campers.

JUNE
408 pp. • 8 x 10
$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1267-9
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JPS B'nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin
$ 29.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1252-5
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Thinking about Good and Evil
Jewish Views from Antiquity to Modernity
Rabbi Wayne Allen
“Rabbi Wayne Allen translates a lifetime of
deep reflection about the most vexing question
posed for Jewish faith, and indeed all religious
faith, into an exceptional encounter with the
myriad thinkers who have struggled with it.”
—James A. Diamond, author of Jewish
Theology Unbound
432 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1471-0

Sanctified Sex
The Two-Thousand-Year Jewish Debate on
Marital Intimacy
Noam Sachs Zion
“Noam Zion has written another classic. This
uncensored treasure trove of insights from the
full spectrum of tradition—shaped to enhance
the pleasure of sex and the development of intimacy—is to be savored, reflected on, discussed,
and applied to life.”—Blu Greenberg and Yitz
Greenberg, authors, respectively, of On Women
and Judaism and The Jewish Way
656 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$36.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1466-6

Contested Utopia
Jewish Dreams and Israeli Realities
Marc J. Rosenstein
“In this fascinating study of the utopian roots
within both traditional Judaism and Zionism,
Rosenstein offers a lens into the identity struggles of the modern Jewish state. An important
contribution to the Israeli bookshelf.”—Yossi
Klein Halevi, author of Like Dreamers

FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Antisemitism on the Rise
The 1930s and Today
Edited by Ari Kohen and Gerald J. Steinacher
A collection of historical and contemporary
research and essays, Antisemitism on the Rise looks
at antisemitism in the interwar period and today
and provides examples for how to effectively
teach about antisemitism.
“Antisemitism on the Rise includes a broad and
engaging array of research and essays, including
scholars and practitioners among the writers.
The contributions are well grounded in research
or experience.”—Kevin Spicer, author of Hitler’s
Priests: Catholic Clergy and National Socialism
276 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 photographs, 1 illustration, index
$35.00 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2604-4

The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902
Immigrant Housewives and the Riots
That Shook New York City
Scott D. Seligman
2020 National Jewish Book Award finalist in
American Jewish Studies
“[The story] resonates in contemporary times
when women—and men—take to the streets to
protest injustice. . . . Anyone interested in life on
the Lower East Side during the turn of the last
century, Jewish women’s history, or Jewish immigrant life will enjoy learning about this intriguing
episode of Jewish American history.”—Rabbi
Rachel Esserman, The Reporter
“Highly recommended.”—Library Journal,
starred review
312 pages • 6 x 9 • 22 photographs, 11 illustrations,
1 map, 1 chronology, index.
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-358-8

328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 maps, 1 table, index
$30.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1472-7
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